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Grid adaptive methods combined with means for automatic remeshing are applied to problems in 
shape optimal design of linearly elastic structures. The quantitative effect of element distortion near the 
design boundaries is identified in terms of interpolation error associated with the finite element 
discretization. The grid adaptation is itself formulated as a structural optimization problem, with an 
objective function that reflects the discretization error. A ‘necessary condition’ from this formulation 
provides the basis for a computational procedure to predict the modified grid. 
To avoid the sometimes drastic distortion of the PBM grid that might otherwise occur in conjunction 
with design change, remeshing must be performed at intermediate stages of the overall solution process. 
In order to produce results for the optimal shape design without interruption in this process, the 
computer program combines numerical grid generation and automatic remeshing with the grid 
adaptation and design change. Results for several shape design problems obtained with the use of grid 
adaptation are compared to computational results predicted from a fixed grid. Both ‘r-’ and ‘h- 
adaptation’ are tested. 
1. Introduction 
Shape design of linearly elastic structures has been studied during this decade after the 
intensive developments of finite element and optimization methods. Zienkiewicz and Campbell 
[l] applied finite element and penalty methods for shape optimization problems in 1973. Other 
studies were reported by Ramakrisnan and Francavilla [2], Tvergaard [3], Kristensen and 
Madsen [4], Queau and Trompette [5], Oda and Yamazaki [6], and others. Tvergaard applied 
finite different methods in curvilinear coordinates for the shape optimization of a fillet to 
minimize the maximum elastic stress for a given load. Queau and Trompette used straight lines 
and circles to describe the design boundaries instead of applying (piecewise) polynomials to 
represent arbitrary shape of the boundaries. 
Analysis and theory of shape optimization have been given by, e.g., Banichuk [7], Dems [8], 
Dems and Mroz [g-11], Choi and Haug [12], Na et al. [13], and others. Dems solved the 
problem of minimizing the cross-sectional area of a torsion bar constraining the maximum 
torsional and bending rigidity. Dems and Mroz provided the first variations w.r.t. shape change 
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of arbitrary stress/strain/displacement functionals, expressed in terms of the stress and strain 
fields of primary and adjoint structures. On the other hand, Choi and Haug have exploited the 
idea of the material derivative in continuum mechanics to derive the design sensitivity. They 
express design change as design deformation velocity in the dynamic process of deformation of 
continuum. By employing the material derivative of the variational equation and replacing the 
material derivative of the response by the virtual displacement they introduce an adjoint 
equation which leads to design sensitivity from the performance functional. Na et al. applied the 
idea of structural remodeling introduced by Olhoff and Taylor [14] to solve shape optimization 
problems for a tension bar. 
The underlying goal of the development effort reported in this paper was to establish 
dependable means for the automatic computational determination of optimal shape design. The 
basis from analytical modeling for the performance of shape design is generally available, at 
least for linearly elastic, small-deformation continuum problems. However, certain difficulties 
that were encountered in efforts to implement results from analysis in methods for computation- 
al solutions had remained unresolved. We refer to the kinds of difficulties that manifest 
themselves in the form of instabilities in the computational procedures, convergence to 
inappropriate shape designs, and so on (Fig. 1). Also, it appears that, compared to the usual 
computational analysis for structures, computational schemes for shape design are more 
sensitive to the approximation error associated with discretization modeling. 
As the shape of a structure changes in the process of computation for shape design, the 
associated mesh for a finite element method (FEM) model of the system may become distorted. 
Because the prediction of shape change depends on the quality of results from application of the 
FEM, excessive distortion and the consequent degradation of these results must be controlled. 
We incorporate a device for automatic mesh regeneration into the overall computational 
procedure as a means to achieve this control. At the same time, error inherent in the FEM 
approximation, i.e., error associated with grid size, interpolation forms, etc., may result in poor 
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Fig. 1. The initial and optimum shapes and finite element grids without remeshing. 
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performance of procedures for shape design. Where an improvement in the quality of the 
approximation is needed, steps for the adaptive refinement of the FEM model itself are 
introduced. 
The need to have grid adaptation with shape optimization problems was recognized in the 
treatment of the fillet design problem, for example. Adaptive grid design introduced in Kikuchi 
[15] is combined with automatic remeshing and adaptive finite element methods such as those 
studied extensively by BabuSka and his coworkers [16-201, Shephard [21], Zienkiewicz et al. 
[22], and others. Details of adaptive finite element methods and related literature can be found 
in [23-251. In the present treatment, the scheme for mesh refinement operates in a way to 
produce the optimum adaptation of the FEM grid. 
2. Formulation for shape optimal design 
We follow the development reported by Chung [26] to consider shape design problems where 
the criterion for optimization is the maximum value over the design domain of a local measure 
of performance. Depending on the practical requirements for a design, the local measure might 
reflect magnitude of displacement, von Mises stress, or maximum component of shear stress, for 
example. With the local measure expressed in general form as function F(u, Vu), where u 
symbolizes the displacement (state) vector, the design problem can be stated as: 
s.t. J dR-ASO. n 
r, and 0 represent the design boundaries of the structure and its domain. Admissible designs 
are required to lie within the stated isoperimetric constraint on 0, where the bound A is specified. 
Also it is understood that vector u satisfies equilibrium (state) equations and associated 
boundary conditions. 
With the introduction of an additional unknown p, the design problem can be expressed as 
(equivalence of the problem statements is substantiated in [28]): 
yn P, 
s.t. I n da-AAO, 
(2) 
(3) 
(F(u, Vu)] - p SO in 0 . (4) 
The Lagrangian for this scalar minimization problem, 
L(U, UT A, A, P) = P + I n [A,{"ij(u)eij(u> - biui> + Al{F(u7 vu> - P> 
c 
- A#‘@, vu) + P} + A,] da - J, A&+ dT - A,A , (5) 
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is written to reflect explicitly the equilibrium constraint on u, expressed here via the virtual 
displacement equations for two-dimensional elasticity problems. Traction t is specified on q and 
portions r, and r, of the boundary are ‘fixed’ and ‘free’ respectively. The usual conditions for 
‘virtual displacement’ serve to define the set of admissible functions. 
A partial listing of necessary conditions for this problem follows (for simplicity the equations 
are written for the case A, = 0): 
A,u,(~),~ = A,(aFIauj) - [hl(~Fl~ui,j)],j in LI , (7) 
u=O onr U 9 
aij(u)nj = A,(~Fl~ui,j)nj on r, and 4, 
A,[crij(u)eij(v) - bp,] + A,(F - p) = -A2 on r, , (8) 
A,(F- P) = 0, AlaO, F-P<0 inn. (9) 
Equation (6) reflects a normalization on multiplier A, (or more generally on A, and AJ 
associated with the criterion constraint (4), which appears as a ‘load’ in the ‘adjoint equilibrium 
problem’ (7). Where A, is singular, the singularities are identified via (6) as Dirac functions. 
Equation (8) is simplified using (9) to obtain the ‘optimality condition’ 
u,(u)E~~(u) - biui = -AZ/A, on r, . (10) 
Thus, for problems without geometric constraint on the design boundary and with zero body 
force bi, unit mutual energy aij(u)~ij(~) has constant value over the optimally shaped boundary. 
A more detailed treatment of the reduction of the set of first-order conditions is furnished in 
[26]. Equivalence between the design problem of (1) and the problem for ‘minimization of area 
Jn dR within prescribed bound p on criterion function F(u, VU) is discussed there as well. 
A related but distinct form of design problem is obtained if the minimization applies w.r.t. 
the design boundary alone rather than w.r.t. to the (closed) domain of the structure. Examples 
are: 
Min (Area) , 







Optimality conditions similar to those of (6)-(9) are obtained for these problems, but the 
, 
(12) 
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Fig. 2. Fillet design problem that yields trivial solutions: (a) continuous trivial design; (b) fiber-type trivial design. 
adjoint equations and Kuhn-Tucker conditions are different. Equation (12) was used in the 
work by Francavilla et al. [2] as the approximate formulation of the minimization of stress 
concentration in domain L?. 
Equation (6) of the necessary conditions for design problem (1) suggests that there exists a 
measurable set L$ C 0 such that OS = {x E 0: A,(X) > 0} , since the function F is a function in 
L’(a) for a sufficiently smooth stress field. Then, the local measure F must be saturated in Q, 
That is, F - /3 = 0 in Q. A question is whether L$ can be identified with 0 for a sufficiently 
‘large’ design boundary r,. As far as our experience is concerned, if Q coincides with a, the 
final designs are sometimes trivial. For example, for the fillet problem shown in Fig. 2, possible 
solutions are sets of fibers! This suggests that the design boundary r, should be appropriately 
restricted. Another possibility is that the maximum value of the function Fin the whole domain 
can never be reduced by changing the shape of boundaries r,, if r, is overly restricted. For 
example, if a flat elliptic hole exists inside a given domain 0 but away from the design boundary, 
the maximum stress remains located around the hole no matter how the shape of the remote 
boundaries is changed. Evidently the optimum shape design problem defined in (1) would not 
be meaningful in such situations. On the other hand, in general, if the maximum of F in R occurs 
in the neighborhood of the design boundary r,, shape change implies reduction of the maximum 
value of F. In such cases the design problem according to statements (11) or (12) is practical, 
while the extension of problem (1) to accommodate constraints on r, may not be applicable. 
3. Computational algorithm 
In the treatment of problems for their solution, it is necessary to introduce an interpretation 
such as those of finite element methods to model the state equation. In the present study we 
shall apply a finite element approximation based on the displacement method for plane 
problems using four-node quadrilateral isoparametric elements, in which each component of the 
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displacement vector is approximated by a bilinear polynomial. Since, with this approach, only 
the displacement vector is predicted directly, the stress tensor is computed a posteriori as 
required. 
As in the case of other free boundary problems, shape design problems of linearly elastic 
structures have been solved using geometric adaptive methods. In most cases, the idea of 
geometric adaptive methods is stated in the form of a two-step iteration algorithm for the 
purpose of satisfying the optimality conditions. The first step represents the calculation of some 
quantities under the assumption that the design boundaries are fixed, and the second step 
predicts the movement of nodes on the design boundaries in the ratio of differences between the 
calculated quantities and the given or assumed constants at the nodes of a finite element model. 
Optimality conditions of the design problem (1) given in (6)-(9) require constant mutual 
energy on the design boundary r, and the saturation of the design function F in L$, i.e., 
F - p = 0, for the optimal design. If r, is contained in the closure of OS, both the mutual energy 
and the design function F become constant on the design boundary r,. We shall develop a 
computational algorithm of geometric adaptive methods for shape optimization so that design 
boundaries are moved in the direction of satisfying these conditions until convergence to the 
final shape is reached within a certain tolerance. 
The expression of the iterative scheme to find new coordinates of nodes on the design 
boundaries is 
k+l 
xi = x; + Ax; , i=l,...,N, (13) 
for the kth iteration, where N is the total number of nodes on the design boundary. Here, Ax: is 
the movement of nodes in the specified direction and this value can be obtained from the 
movement in the normal direction: 
Axi = AX&OS 0, (14) 
in the kth iteration. 0, is the angle between unit normal vector ni and unit ‘direction vector’ ai at 
the ith node in the specified direction (Fig. 3). For simplicity, iteration superscript k is omitted 
in (14) and in the following. The normal movement x,; at the ith node in the kth iteration is 
obtained from 
Ax,,~ = AA,IS, , Si = $[r,_l + ri] ) (15) 
where AA, is the area allotted at the ith node and Zi is the length of the ith element on the 
boundary. The allotted area AAi at the ith node is obtained from the ratio between the stresses 
F(a) calculated in the previous step of the kth iteration and the prescribed constant p. Note that 
the value p in Min(Max F) can be assumed as the average of F(a) values on the nodes along the 
design boundary. 
“[ Vi - P)kWi AA = AAre x:1 ](Fi - P)IP]Si 1 * (16) 
Fi is the value F(a) at node i, which is extrapolated from the Gaussian points using least square 
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Fig. 3. Geometric adaptive method. 
methods, and AArea is the area between the design boundary ,:+l and r:. The value of AArea 
must be large enough at the beginning and diminish as the iteration goes on in order to have 
convergence. For this purpose we define a percent deviation from the optimum using an 
L2-norm: 
(17) 
Here s is the average length of elements of the design boundary, 
& & [$ ‘i] * 
I 1 
The value of AArea is given by 
AArea = (Total Area of Domain) x C x DTP . 
W-9 
(19) 
From our experience, the value of C is between zero and 1.0, although the proper value must be 
adjusted according to the problem and the speed of convergence. That is, the bigger the C-value 
is, the faster the converging speed is. However, faster convergence is sometimes accompanied 
by oscillations of the design boundaries, and possibly by oscillations of the percent deviation as 
well, as the iterations proceed. On the other hand, a small value of C may result in very slow 
convergence without oscillations. 
The above algorithm possesses the property that if 1;1- /3 s 0 is satisfied at a point x E ri, 
that is at node i, then x moves in the direction such that the area A of the domain 0 is reduced. 
This may guarantee that, although we have used only the necessary condition, the iteration 
algorithm leads to the minimum area design automatically. 
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One disadvantage of this geometric adaptive method is that the finite element grid can 
become distorted during the adaptation process. Excessive distortion of finite elements may 
lead to significant approximation error and a consequent loss of quality in the prediction of 
shape of design boundaries. 
More precisely, if four-node quadrilateral elements are applied for isotropic linearly elastic 
structures, the components of the strain tensor are approximated by 
in the normalized coordinate system (5,~). This means that, for example, the normal strain in 
the &direction is constant in 5, but is linear in 7. This property may result in a poor 
approximation in the case that the element distribution is inconsistent with the pattern of the net 
of equistrain lines as shown in Fig. 4. 
To quantify the error in finite element approximations, let us.obtain the interpolation error of 
a function w approximated by four-node finite elements. Suppose that the second derivatives of 
all the components of the true displacement u are constant in each finite element. Their values 
need not be the same in different elements. Define 
A = a2wlax2, B = a2wlax ay , c = a2day2 , 
Xt = {x1, x2, x3, xq} ,
x’ = KY x2, x3, x4> 9 
Li= a<-l,l, 1, -l} ) 
h’ = $ (1, -1, 1, -l} ) 
4, = (L, * 4 + (h * +I 7 
J21 = CL, * x) + (h * x)5 , 
J = JllJ22 - J12J21 > 
Yt = {Yl, Y,? Y3, Y,> 7 
y’= {Y,, Y2? y3, Y,l 9 
L: = a{-1, -1, 1, l} ) 
(20) 
Jl2 = (L, * Y) + @ * Y>rl 9 
J22 = (L, * Y> + @ * YM 9 
Equl-Strain Lines 
F.E.M. Net 
Fig. 4. Conflict between the grid direction and the strain field in a design process. 
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where (x, , y, ) are the nodal coordinates of the four corner nodes of a quadratic element in the 
physical coordinate system, and (Xa, Y,) are four nodes inside of the element, say, the four 
nodes corresponding to the 2 X 2 Gaussian integration points in the master element. It is noted 
that, if an element is a parallelogram, the terms h . x and h * y become identically zero. Under 
the assumption stated above, the first derivatives of the difference of the function w and its 
interpolation w,, by the four-node quadrilateral element can be written by 
a(wh - w)lax = (llJ)[-J,,(J;,A + 2J,,J,,B + J;J)t 
+ J,,(J:,A + 24&P + J;,C)rl + {(I- T*)&Y(J% - 5h) 
+ (1 - Zj*)L,y(-L, + qh)} - {h - x(AX + BY) + h . y(BX + CY)} 
+ { [(I- v*)(& - 5h) + TQ - 5’)(-J% + qh)) 
.{h.xh.y(AX+BY)+h.yh.y(BX+CY)}], 
a(wh - w)ldy = (l/J)[- J2r(J;rA + 2JllJi2B + J:$)5 (21) 
+ J&;,A + 2J2,J2*B + J;,C)q+ ((1 -v*)& *x(--L, - 5h) 
+ (I - [*)L, . $5, + Th)} - {h - x(AX + BY) + he y(BX + CY)) 
+ Ml- 7*)(-L - 5h) + rl(l - 5*)(L, + oh)) 
.{h.xh.x(AX+ BY)+h*xh.y(BX+ CY)}], 
where ( 6,~) are the normalized coordinates in the master element. This means that if the second 
derivatives of the solution are known, the interpolation error can be expressed explicitly in 
terms of ( t,q). Thus the error measure defined above can be computed. If an element is a 
parallelogram, then the interpolation error becomes very simple, since h * x = 0 and h * y = 0, 
that is, the last two lines are identically zero in each partial derivative. On the other hand, if an 
element is considerably distorted from a parallelogram, then the terms in the second and third 
lines in the interpolation error become large in the region where large strain is expected, since 
(AX + BY) and other similar terms are basically strain components in an element. This suggests 
that regular refined finite elements must be set up in the neighborhood of singular points. Here 
regularity means that an element is close to a rectangle or parallelogram. Otherwise, the error 
contribution from the terms in the second and third lines would become quite large. This means 
that grids generated by conformal mappings are very appropriate. Similarly, grids by the elliptic 
differential equations methods with the orthogonality condition and by the algebraic integer 
method are suitable in the sense that contribution from the grid distortion and high strain (i.e., 
stress) can be restricted to be sufficiently small. 
Figure 5 shows distribution and amount of error for an example linear elasticity problem. 
Some finite elements are deliberately distorted in order to see the effect of distortion. 
It has been clear that -undesirable grid distortion generates unnecessary finite element 
approximation error. What is an effect of this in shape optimization? An effect can be seen in 
the example of shape optimization of a triangular plate shown in Fig. 6. If shape optimization is 
performed using finite element grids shown in Fig. 7, different final shapes are obtained by using 
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Fig. 5. Distribution of the interpolation error estimated by using form (21). 
Fig. 6. Shape design problem for a triangular plate. 
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Fig. 7. Three different optimal shapes obtained using different finite element grids. 
different grids. It is clear that the ‘regular” grid shown in Fig. 7 (c) yields the smoothest shape to 
the structure. Then, how can we maintain ‘good’ grids in the process of shape optimization? 
One approach is to make us of adaptive finite element methods. 
4. Mesh adaptation and regeneration 
A part of the difficulty that may arise with the computational prediction of shape, namely the 
development of irregular or nonsmooth boundaries, is moderated with the use of smoothing 
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parametric representation (e.g., splines) for the design boundary. However, the commitment to 
such a representation results in a loss of capability for resolution, i.e., it becomes impossible to 
simulate intricacies of shape. Also, the use of splines tends to obscure the effect of mesh 
distortion on the prediction of shape. For these reasons we prefer simply to identify shape with 
the positions of boundary nodes of the FEM mesh, as indicated above. 
Defects in the prediction of shape that might result from error in FEM evaluations because of 
grid distortion can be limited by including steps for automatic mesh regeneration within the 
computational process. The criterion used to trigger mesh regeneration is based on the error 
measure given in (21). Where results from FEM computation lack sufficient quality for reasons 
other than mesh distortion, mesh adaptation is applied to achieve the required improvement in 
precision. The mesh refinement used here is itself modelled as an optimal design problem. 
Proper use of mesh adaptation generally resolves the difficulties with the irregular shape design 
cited at the start of this section. Also, mesh refinement provides a means to gain proper fidelity 
for design curves in the neighborhood of sharp variation in the value of state variables (e.g., 
stress). The design of boundaries near geometric constraints, or around intervals where the 
boundary is nonconvex, tends to be sensitive in this respect. 
A version of the mesh adaptation problem and its application in shape design are summarized 
in what follows (adaptive FEM has been developed by BabuSka and his coworkers, and by 
others; the reader is referred to the literature for details). We refer to mesh design as ‘grid 
adaptive methods’, to distinguish them from geometric adaptation for shape design. Although 
the ‘p-method’ (the increase in degree of interpolation polynomials) is widely used in finite 
element adaptation, we shall apply only the ‘r-method’ and ‘h-method’ in this work. 
The r-method is based on the following formulation for the design of finite element grids. 
Defining a finite element approximation error in terms of element error measure E,, we 
consider the problem 
Fig. 8. ‘Regular’ finite element grids. 
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Min { Max E,} . 
Node relocation e=l, . , NE (22) 
Thus the design variables are simply the nodal coordinates. A ‘necessary condition’ for problem 
(22) is (see [15], for example) 
E,=constant fore=l,...,NE. (23) 
We proceed to identify an appropriate form for the measure E,, and to construct an algorithm 
for the computational determination of node relocation to satisfy condition (23). 
Noting that the finite element approximation error is always bounded by the interpolation 
error in the displacement method for elliptic boundary value problems, we may take the 
interpolation error in each element L$ as an error measure for the grid design problem, that is, 
where E are the elasticity constants and E is the engineering strain tensor. The first derivatives of 
the difference u - u,, between the solution and its interpolation by four-node elements can be 
computed as in (21), under the assumption that the second derivatives of the solution are 
constant in each finite element. Thus the evaluation of the error measure is possible whenever a 
method to approximate the second derivatives of the solution is given. This can be accomplished 
in general by applying the least square method to compute continuous strain tensor at nodes in 
the finite element model. A cruder error measure may be intrdoduced by defining 
EC = F(u - uh, V(u - uJ)~ d0 , (25) 
using the criterion function F that was introduced for the shape optimization problem. In this 
case, we do not have an explicit relation for the finite element approximation error. As far as 
our computational experience is concerned, even a measure such as 
(26) 
works well for certain problems, where Fh is the inte~olation of F by four-node finite elements. 
Here also the error measure does not have any direct relationship to the finite element error in 
mathematics. 
The method of relocation of nodal points applied in this work is based on Winslow [27]. The 
new location of the nth node is defined by 
(27) 
where the summation is taken over the finite elements connecting to the nth node, X: is the 
coordinate of the centroid of &, and A, is its area. This node relocation scheme does not 
relocate nodes if error indicators satisfy the necessary condition for a finite element grid 
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consisting of rectangular elements. Furthermore, if finite elements are distorted (not because of 
the solution characteristics), the relocation scheme tends to enforce grids to be ‘regular’ so 
that they are close to uniform grids (Fig. 8). Another property of (27) is that refined finite 
elements are automatically assigned near the vertices of nonconvex corner points of a polygon, 
since (27) is a very crude difference approximation of the Laplace equation for grid 
generation. Therefore, (27) is not only useful for enforcement of the necessary condition of 
optimality to the grid design problem, but also for maintaining regularity of finite element 
grids with respect to the solution characteristics. After applying the relocation scheme (27), 
the adapted finite element grid may include some ‘distorted’ elements, but these are, in 
general, elements whose errors are small enough. 
The h-method in the present work is limited to applications for four-node quadratic and 
three-node finite elements, and it is based on the grid design problem similar to (22). However, 
the h-method introduced here cannot yield the finite element grid which satisfies the necessary 
condition in the exact sense. Furthermore, we shall refine grids iteratively instead of 
Fig. 9. Adaptive finite element methods (r- and h-methods) for a gear tooth. 
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determining a necessary degree of refinement according to the so-called error indicator that is 
reduced under a given level, say, for example, 5%. 
To facilitate the latter approach, BabuSka and his coworkers introduced several refinements 
of an appropriate error indicator that provides almost the exact amount of finite element 
approximation error generated by a given finite element grid. In our case, however, this 
magnitude of total error is not the issue. The most important thing is the distribution of error 
and the relative size of error. Once this becomes clear, it is possible to determine which 
elements must be refined how many times within an allowable number of finite elements. 
Furthermore, if a quality index, which has a quite similar role with that of the error indicator, is 
defined by 
where uh is the finite element solution, it is also possible to indicate the upper bound of the finite 
element approximation error, although it is not as sharp as the one used by Babuika and his 
Fig. 10. Appii~ati~n of the h-adaptive method for a shell. 
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coworkers. It is certain that Q, goes to zero as the finite element approximation error decreases, 
It is also noted that refinement of finite elements whose error measures are large yields smaller 
deviation from the average value of error measures than that of the original grid. In this sense, 
~-re~nement enforces the necessary condition for optimality of the grid design problem, even 
though it would not be satisfied in the exact form. If the condition needs to be satisfied exactly, 
together with substantial reduction of the amount of error, the r- and h-methods must be 
applied at the same time. 
In the h-method, in our work, refinement is performed for finite elements whose error 
measure is four times larger than the average. If there are no such finite elements, we choose 
25%-35% elements of a finite element grid to be refined. These must have larger error 
measure. We shall repeat this process several times, or until Q, G 0.05 is achieved. 
Results for two examples of adaptive methods applied in this paper are given, the one in Fig. 
9 for a gear tooth, and in Fig, 10 for a shell structure. 
5. Examples of shape optimization 
The methods described above have been applied to the frequently cited example of the design 
of a hole in a square plate where tensile forces are evenly distributed along opposite sets of 
parallel edges. (For an infinite plate the analytical solution is an elliptic hole with an aspect ratio 
(1.5 in this example) proportional to the ratio of stress components at infinity.) The criterion 
function F for shape optimization is designated to be the von Mises equivalent stress, and the 
design boundary r, is just the hole boundary. Iteration histories of the boundary shape and finite 
element grids for this problem are shown in Fig. 11. Large oscillations at the early stages quickly 
fade away and the procedure converges to the elliptical shaped hole. Convergence characteris- 
tics are given in Fig. 12. It is clear that for this case the maximum value of the von Mises 
equivalent stress in the whole domain 0 is the same as that on the hole boundary r,. In other 
words, for the example the design problem (12) is equivalent to the problem defined by (1). 
The shape design of a highway road pole is treated as a second example. The problem was 
solved by Oda and Yamazaki [28]; in their work a hole was created at the place of minimum 
thickness in order to obtain a fully stressed shape. A similar technique was described in [30] as a 
way to design the optimal shape. Considering only a half portion of the highway road pole, let us 
first introduce two design boundaries at the center symmetric line and the right-hand side 
outside boundary. If the bottom line is allowed to move horizontally, the optimal shape is 
obtained as shown in Fig. 13, starting from the initial grid specified in the same figure and 
produced without applying a remeshing scheme during the geometric adaptive iteration. It is 
also noted that the nodes on the design boundary are moved along the grid direction in the 
initial finite element grid. Thus, after a number of iterations with an associated large design 
change, the finite element grid has become quite distorted. As a consequence the final shape 
obtained from this process has poor quality. In order to obtain an improvement in the design, 
we set up a modified finite element grid for the restart of the shape design steps. The element 
connectivities defined in the initial grid are preserved. To obtain the new grid, node locations 
are modified by applying the r-method using the error measures computed at the last previous 
design stage. The grid shown in Fig. 14 is obtained from this procedure; it is the second initial 
grid for shape optimization. 
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Fig. 11. Design histories of a shape design of a thin elastic plate with a hole. 
Iteration No. 
Ol LCI 3 111 5 7 IlIt 9 11 I 13 I II 15 
Iteration No. 
Fig. 12. Convergence history of the geometric adaptive method. 
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Fig. 13. Road pole shape design problem, initial grid, and result without applying remeshing. 
Fig. 14. Remeshed second initial grid and the optimum shape of the road pole. 
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After subsequent geometric adaptive steps, the optimal shape is obtained as shown in the 
figure. It is also noted that if the bottom line is fixed, singular shape design is obtained at the end 
points of the bottom line. We cannot expect a hole inside of the road pole. Furthermore, if we 
allow for the possibility that a hole may be generated in the road pole already separated into two 
parts in the previous design stage, the pole separates again, now into four road poles as shown in 
Fig. 15. Therefore, if we repeat this process infinitely, many poles are generated so that in the 
limit the final optimally designed road pole has the configuration of a set of fibers. 
Another commonly used example in shape optimization is the fillet design problem. As 
shown in Fig. 16, if remeshing is not performed during the shape design process, no matter how 
much the finite element grids are refined, the (optimal) shape produced is not practical. Thus, 
following the idea for the road pole problem, let us remesh the design boundary to have a 
smooth boundary. After this step, the finite element grid is reconstructed by applying the r- and 
Fig. 15. Continuation of the road pole problem with the possibility of having a hole inside. 
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Fig. 16. Initial grid and the optimum shape without remeshing, and the smoothed shape by the least square method. 
h-methods as shown in Figs. 17 and 18. If the geometric adaptive method is again applied for 
shape optimization, now based on the second initial grids of Figs. 17 and 18, the optimal shape 
of the fillet can be obtained without unreasonable oscillations. In this case, it is noted that the 
value of the maximum von Mises stress in the whole domain is not the same as that on the design 
boundary, since the right side of the design boundary is also restricted. Thus, the maximum 
value of the von Mises stress appears outside of the design boundary. In this case, the optimal 
shape is obtained as shown in Figs. 19. Figure 20 shows a comparison with the photoelastic result 
obtained by Schnack [29]. The stress fringes from photoelasticity appear to be quite close to 
those obtained for the ‘optimal shape’ solution. 
Fig. 11. Remeshed second initial grid by the r-method and the optimum shape computed. 
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Fig. 18. Remeshed second initial grid by the h-method and the optimum shape computed. 
I I I I I IIlH\l\lii iiiittl 
Fig. 19. Shape optimization of a fillet without design restriction along the right edge. 
Fig. 20. Fringes obtained by photoelasticity and by the finite element method. 
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